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(57) ABSTRACT

A ladle, for filtering a mixture containing debris, includes an
outer bowl defining outer holes and an upper edge, a handle
attached thereto, an inner bowl disposed within the outer
bowl forming a gap therebetween and having ether inner
holes or protrusions separated by grooves disposed below
the upper edge and above the outer holes, several holders
joining the outer and inner bowls in the upper region thereof,
and inner and outer outlet spouts coaxially provided in the
upper regions of the bowls for pouring out the filtered
mixture from the ladle. The holders can be made as spring-
loaded brackets or latches preferably having a U-loop shape
placed over the upper edges of the bowls, providing for a
removable attachment of the bowls. Optionally the holders
can be made as rivets or screws joining the bowls in the
upper regions thereof, providing for a fixed attachment of
the bowls.
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SKIMMER LADLE

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to kitchen utensil, specifi-
cally to a cookware class for broth extracting ladles.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Prior art describes several types of ladles. Particularly,
U.S. Pat. No. 6,722,043, hereby entirely incorporated by
reference, discloses “a kitchen fat-skimming ladle”, which
“comprises of a handle, a container bowl, a conduit that
drains from an inlet located at the interior bottom of the
container to an outlet located behind the handle at its
proximal end. This utensil uses the effective bottom draining
principle of a common gravy skimmer and returns liquid
stock to the pot while leaving fat behind for disposal. This
ladle avails the entire brim of the ladle bowl to be used for
scooping out the soup stock mixture enabling very natural
handling. The liquid stock can be drained back into the pot
easily by tipping the ladle backwards leaving fat behind. The
conduit merges with the retainer bowl and handle, and is
completely hidden from view. This dual-purpose ladle has
the same simple elegant look and easy functioning of a
common soup ladle.”

In the other words: the broth is drained through the ladle
into the pot, whereas the fat remains in the container bowl.
In order to operate the above described ladle, the person
should position his/her hand at a certain angle to provide
necessary draining of the broth through the conduit. Then
the person has to dispose of the fat remaining in the bowl.

Another U.S. Pat. No. 5,560,109, incorporated by refer-
ence herein, describes “apparatus for separating a liquid
from a floating component, comprising first and second
liquid receiving vessels, said first liquid receiving vessel
being received within said second liquid receiving vessel,
said first liquid receiving vessel having a hole at a base
region thereof through which liquid received in said first
liquid receiving vessel in use may flow into said second
liquid receiving vessel from which said liquid may then be
poured . . . . Such liquid will be pure liquid and the unwanted
component will remain in the first vessel. The apparatus is
preferably in the form of a spoon, but could also be in the
form of a cup, jug, glass or the like.”

Thus, the purified soup is poured from the second vessel,
and the unwanted component (mostly fat) remains in the first
vessel. To provide more or less efficient operation, the
invention proposes that “preferably the first liquid receiving
vessel is mounted for rotation relative to the second liquid
receiving vessel, whereby when the second vessel is tilted to
pour liquid therefrom, the first vessel remains horizontal and
liquid in the first vessel does not escape into the second
vessel other than by means of the hole.” Again, after the
purified soup has been poured from the second vessel, the
first vessel has to be cleaned from the remaining unwanted
component.

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention allows to separate a mixture (e.g.
soup in a pot) containing undesirable components (e.g., fat
particles, floating debris, etc.) to get a substantially filtered
mixture. On the other hand, it provides a novel functionality
eliminating the need to dispose of the undesirable compo-
nents after each scoop of the mixture made by the user.
Therefore, the inventive ladle is so structured that permits

separating the filtered mixture (e.g., broth) from the unde-
sirable components, which components substantially remain
in the mixture (e.g., in the pot containing soup).

A first embodiment of the inventive ladle comprises: an
outer bowl with a number (preferably a plurality) of outer
holes of predetermined sizes and shapes provided preferably
in the bottom region thereof (bottom holes), and/or in the
middle region thereof (sidewall holes); a handle for holding
the outer bowl by the user attached to the outer bowl; an
inner bowl disposed within the outer bowl so that a prede-
termined gap is provided therebetween. In its upper region,
the inner bowl is provided with a number (preferably a
plurality) of inner holes. In the region of its upper edge, the
inner bowl is supplied with a number of holders (preferably
spring-loaded brackets or latches, preferably having a
U-loop shape) disposed in such a way that joining (embrac-
ing) the upper region of the outer bowl and the upper region
of the inner bowl thereby allowing the outer bowl to support
the inner bowl therein during operation. Optionally, the
outer bowl can be made of mesh with predeterminedly small
cells to filter out small debris of the mixture.

The inner bowl is preferably removably attached to the
outer bowl, using the aforementioned loop-shape holders,
which facilitates the cleaning of the inner and the outer
bowls. In other design options of the first embodiment, the
inner bowl may be fixedly attached to the outer bowl, for
example, by a number of rivets or screws disposed in the
upper regions of the bowls. The inner bowl can be provided
with an inner outlet spout to ease the pouring out of the
filtered mixture therefrom. For the same reason, the outer
bowl can be provided with an outer outlet spout preferably
positioned coaxially with the inner outlet spout. The axis of
the outlet spouts can be positioned diametrically opposite to
the axis of the handle or at any convenient angle thereto (e.g.
90 degrees, as shown in FIG. 3a), at a designer’s choice.

A second embodiment of the inventive ladle comprises:
an outer bowl with a number (preferably a plurality) of holes
of predetermined sizes and shapes provided preferably in the
bottom region thereof (bottom holes), and/or in the middle
region thereof (sidewall holes); a handle attached to the
outer bowl for holding the outer bowl by the user; an inner
bowl disposed within the outer bowl so that a predetermined
gap is provided therebetween. In its upper region, the inner
bowl has a plurality of protrusions respectfully separated by
a plurality of grooves. At least some of the protrusions are
supplied with holders (preferably spring-loaded brackets or
latches, preferably having a shape of U-loop) joining (em-
bracing) an upper region of the outer bowl and an upper
region of the inner bowl, thereby allowing the outer bowl to
support the inner bowl therein during operation; the lower
edges of the grooves are disposed predeterminedly below
the upper edge of the outer bowl and predeterminedly above
the holes of the outer bowl. The inner bowl is preferably
made removably attached to the outer bowl, using the
aforementioned holders, which facilitates the cleaning of the
inner and outer bowls.

In other design options of the second embodiment, the
inner bowl may be fixedly attached to the outer bowl, for
example by a number of rivets or screws joining the outer
bowl with the inner bowl in the upper regions of the bowls.
The inner bowl can be provided with an inner outlet spout
that may preferably be conjugated with one of the grooves
to ease the pouring out of the filtered mixture from the inner
bowl. For the same reason, the outer bowl can be provided
with an outer outlet spout preferably positioned coaxially
with the inner outlet spout. The axis of the outlet spouts can
be positioned diametrically opposite to the axis of the handle
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or at any convenient angle (e.g. 90 degrees as shown in FIG.

3a) thereto, at a designer’s choice. Optionally, the outer

bowl can be made of mesh with predeterminedly small cells

to filter out small debris of the mixture.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

FIG. 1a illustrates a sectional view of a first embodiment
of the inventive ladle submerged into a mixture.

FIG. 1b illustrates a sectional view of the embodiment
shown in FIG. 1a, wherein the ladle is pulled out of the
mixture.

FIG. 2 illustrates an exploded (isometric) view of the first
embodiment shown on FIGS. 1a and 1b.

FIG. 3 illustrates an exploded (isometric) view of a
second embodiment of the inventive ladle.

FIG. 3a illustrates a plan projection view of the second
embodiment of the inventive ladle.

FIG. 3b illustrates an exploded (isometric) view of
another design option of the second embodiment of the
inventive ladle.

FIG. 4 illustrates an exploded (isometric) view of another
design option of the first embodiment of the inventive ladle.

DESIGN OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS OF
THE PRESENT INVENTION

While the invention may be susceptible to embodiment in
different forms, there is shown in the drawings, and will be
described in detail herein, specific embodiments of the
present invention, with the understanding that the present
disclosure is to be considered an exemplification of the
principles of the invention, and is not intended to limit the
invention to that as illustrated and described herein.

The first preferred embodiment of the present invention is
illustrated on FIGS. 1a, 1b, 2, and 4. According to the first
embodiment, the inventive ladle comprises: an outer bowl 1
with a number of outer holes 2 provided in the bottom region
thereof (bottom holes 2b shown in FIG. 4), and/or in the
middle region thereof (sidewall holes 2s shown in FIG. 4);
a handle 3 for holding the outer bowl 1 by the user and
submerging the outer bowl 1 into a mixture 8; the handle 3
is attached to the outer bowl 1; an inner bowl 5 disposed
within the outer bowl 1 so that a predetermined gap 4 is
provided therebetween. In its upper region, the inner bowl 5
is provided with a plurality of inner holes 6 disposed
predeterminedly below the upper edge of the outer bowl 1
and predeterminedly above the outer holes 2. The ladle is
supplied with a number of holders 9 (preferably having a
shape of U-loop) disposed in such a way that joining the
upper region of the outer bowl 1 and the upper region of the
inner bowl 5, thereby allowing the outer bowl 1 to support
the inner bowl 5 therein during operation. The inner bowl 5
is provided with an inner outlet spout 10b and the outer bowl
1 is provided with an outer outlet spout 10a disposed
coaxially with the inner outlet spout 10b (as shown in FIG.
3a), to ease the pouring out of the filtered mixture from the
ladle.

The inventive ladle can have a circular shape, an oval
shape, or another convenient shape at a designer’s choice.
The size and shape of the holes 2 (2b, 2s) may be chosen
considering most efficient filtering of any undesirable com-
ponents, so that the undesirable components remain outside
of the outer bowl 1 when it’s submerged into the mixture 8.
In certain design options, an additional cover (not shown)
may be placed over an external surface of the outer bowl,
which cover may be made of suitable filtering materials. It

is possible to use a number of interchangeable outer bowls

1 with different shapes and sizes of the holes 2 in combi-

nation with, for example, one inner bowl 5, and vice-versa.
The second preferred embodiment of the present inven-

tion is illustrated on FIGS. 3, 3a and 3b. According to the
second embodiment, the inventive ladle comprises: an outer
bowl 1 with a number of holes 2 provided in the bottom
region thereof (bottom holes 2b shown in FIG. 4), and/or in
the middle region thereof (sidewall holes 2s shown in FIG.
4); a handle 3 attached to the outer bowl 1 for holding the
outer bowl by the user; an inner bowl 5 disposed within the
outer bowl 1 so that a predetermined gap 4 is provided
therebetween. In its upper region, the inner bowl 5 has a
plurality of protrusions 7 respectively separated by a plu-
rality of grooves 6g. At least some of the protrusions 7 each
is supplied with a holder 9 preferably having a U-loop shape,
and joining the outer bowl 1 with the inner bowl 5 in the
upper regions thereof, thereby allowing the outer bowl 1 to
support the inner bowl 5 therein during operation. The lower
edges of the grooves 6g are disposed predeterminedly below
the upper edge of the outer bowl 1, but predeterminedly
above the holes 2 of the outer bowl 1. The inner bowl 5 is
provided with an inner outlet spout 10b (shown in FIG. 3a)
conjugated with one of the grooves 6g, and the outer bowl
1 is provided with an outer outlet spout 10a (shown in FIG.
3a), coaxially disposed with the inner outlet spout 10b, to
ease the pouring out the filtered mixture from the inner bowl
5. In other design options of the second embodiment, the
inner bowl 5 may be fixedly attached to the outer bowl, for
example, by a number of rivets 11 or screws joining the outer
bowl 1 with the inner bowl 5 in the upper regions of the inner
and upper bowls.

EXEMPLARY OPERATION OF AN
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION

An example of operation of the second embodiment
depicted on FIGS. 3 and 3a follows. The ladle is submerged
into a pot with mixture 8 containing undesirable components
(e.g., fat, debris, sediments), so that the lower edges of
grooves 6g are positioned below the surface level of mixture
8. The mixture 8 flows through the outer holes 2 of the bowl
1 into the gap 4, elevates to the level of the lower edges of
grooves 6g, and through the grooves 6g flows into the inner
bowl 5, until fills it up to the surface level of mixture 8 in
the pot. While flowing through the holes 2, the undesirable
components are caught by the outer holes 2, which unde-
sirable components are filtered out and remain outside of the
outer bowl 1, whereas the substantially filtered mixture is
collected inside the inner bowl 5. Thusly, the user pours the
filtered mixture out by a natural hand movement, for
example into a plate. The user may scoop as many bowls of
broth as he/she wants, and does not need to clean the bowls
after each scoop from the undesirable components, saving
time.

The structural principle disclosed above may also be
applied to other devices, for example, intended to get more
or less purified water from various sources, or to get a
filtered fraction of other liquids containing certain kinds of
impurities. External filter covers may be placed over the
outer bowl and fixedly or removably attached thereto. Such
filter covers may provide a predetermined purity of the
filtered mixture.

Without further analysis, the foregoing will so fully reveal
the gist of the present invention that others can, by applying
current knowledge, readily adapt it for various applications
without omitting features that, from the standpoint of prior
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art, fairly constitute essential characteristics of the generic or
specific aspects of this invention.

I claim:
1. A ladle for filtering a mixture with undesirable com-

ponents, and obtaining an essentially filtered mixture by
separating the undesirable components, substantially
remaining in the mixture, while the filtered mixture is
substantially collected in the ladle, said ladle comprising:

an outer bowl including a number of outer holes provided
in a bottom region and/or in a middle region thereof,
said outer bowl defines an outer upper region and an
outer upper edge thereof;

a handle attached to the outer bowl;
an inner bowl disposed within the outer bowl so that a

predetermined gap is provided therebetween, said inner
bowl defines an inner upper region and an inner upper
edge thereof, said inner bowl includes a number of
inner holes provided in the inner upper region, disposed
below the outer upper edge and above the outer holes;
and

wherein all the inner holes in the inner bowl are above all
of the outer holes in the outer bowl; and

a number of holders joining the outer bowl in the outer
upper region and the inner bowl in the inner upper
region during operation of said ladle.

2. The ladle according to claim 1, wherein said holders are
spring-loaded brackets or latches, positioned over the outer
upper edge and the inner upper edge, thereby providing for
a removable attachment of the inner bowl to the outer bowl.

3. The ladle according to claim 1, wherein said holders are
rivets or screws.

4. The ladle according to claim 1, wherein the inner bowl
is provided with an inner outlet spout disposed in the inner
upper region and the outer bowl is provided with an outer
outlet spout disposed in the outer upper region coaxially
with the inner outlet spout, to ease pouring out the filtered
mixture from the ladle.

5. A ladle for filtering a mixture with undesirable com-

ponents, and obtaining an essentially filtered mixture by

separating the undesirable components, substantially

remaining in the mixture, while the filtered mixture is

substantially collected in the ladle, said ladle comprising:

an outer bowl including a number of outer holes provided

in a bottom region and/or in a middle region thereof,

said outer bowl defines an outer upper region and an

outer upper edge of the outer bowl;

a handle attached to the outer bowl; an inner bowl

disposed within the outer bowl so that a predetermined

gap is provided therebetween, said inner bowl defines

an inner upper region and an inner upper edge of the
inner bowl;

said inner bowl includes a number of protrusions respec-
tively separated by a number of grooves provided in the
inner upper region, said grooves are disposed below the
outer upper edge of said outer bowl and above all the
outer holes of said outer bowl; and

at least some of the protrusions are provided with holders
joining the outer bowl, in the outer upper region, with
the inner bowl, in the inner upper region, during
operation of said ladle.

6. The ladle according to claim 5, wherein said holders are
spring-loaded brackets or latches, positioned over the outer
upper edge and the inner upper edge, thereby providing for
a removable attachment of the inner bowl to the outer bowl.

7. The ladle, according to claim 5, wherein said holders
are rivets or screws.

8. The ladle according to claim 5, wherein the inner bowl
is provided with an inner outlet spout conjugated with one
of the grooves and the outer bowl is provided with an outer
outlet spout disposed in the outer upper region coaxially
with the inner outlet spout, to ease pouring out the filtered
mixture from the ladle.

∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
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